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Major VHE Gamma Ray ExperimentsMajor VHE Gamma Ray Experiments
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MMajorajor  AAtmospherictmospheric  GGamma-rayamma-ray  IImagingmaging  CCherenkovherenkov  TTelescopeelescope

MAGIC

Mirror:Mirror:
•• 2 x 17m (234m2 x 17m (234m22), f/d=1), f/d=1
•• parabolic shapeparabolic shape
•• formed from 964 / 247formed from 964 / 247
       spherical mirrors       spherical mirrors
total weight: 65 ttotal weight: 65 t
fast repositioningfast repositioning

Camera:Camera:
•• 576 high QE PMTs,576 high QE PMTs,
•• FoV FoV = 3.5= 3.5°°,,
•• observation under moonlightobservation under moonlight

conditions possible   ==>conditions possible   ==>
     gain ~50% observation time     gain ~50% observation time
•• 2 GHz FADC2 GHz FADC

+50% sensitivity+50% sensitivity
(better (better γγ/h separation)/h separation)

angular resolution O(0.1angular resolution O(0.1oo))
lowest Trigger Threshold:lowest Trigger Threshold:
50 50 GeVGeV (M1) (M1)

Roque Roque de los de los MuchachosMuchachos, Canary Islands, 2200m a.s.l., Canary Islands, 2200m a.s.l.

MAGIC



H.H.ighigh  E.E.nergynergy  S.S.tereoscopictereoscopic  S.S.ystemystem

MAGIC

KhomasKhomas Highlands, Namibia, 1800m a.s.l. Highlands, Namibia, 1800m a.s.l.
Mirror:Mirror:
•• 4 x 12m (107m4 x 12m (107m22), f=15m), f=15m
•• formed from 382formed from 382
       spherical mirrors       spherical mirrors
high positioning accuracyhigh positioning accuracy

Camera:Camera:
•• 4 x 960 PMTs,4 x 960 PMTs,
•• FoV FoV = 5= 5°°!!
angular resolution O(0.1angular resolution O(0.1oo))
ca. 100ca. 100 GeV GeV - 100 - 100 TeV TeV
high sensitivityhigh sensitivity



-- 2nd MAGIC2nd MAGIC telescope inaugurated telescope inaugurated
   ==> gain sensitivity ==> gain sensitivity
          ==> stereo observations==> stereo observations

      (better angular resolution, bg suppression)      (better angular resolution, bg suppression)

-- H.E.S.S. II: large central telescopeH.E.S.S. II: large central telescope
==> lower energy threshold==> lower energy threshold

Ongoing Ongoing Updates:Updates:



Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov TelescopesImaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes
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huge detection area (~ 10huge detection area (~ 105 5 mm22))
compared to satellites (~1 mcompared to satellites (~1 m22))

but: faint (~100 but: faint (~100 γγC C / m/ m22) and fast (few ns)) and fast (few ns)

background: isotropic Cosmic Rays (x 10background: isotropic Cosmic Rays (x 104 4 !)!)
-> -> imagingimaging telescopes telescopes



Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov TelescopesImaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes
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Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov TelescopesImaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes
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J. Hinton, ICRC 2007



J. Hinton, ICRC 2007



W. Hofmann, CTA Meeting 2009

Want to know:
Nature of the primary particles
& their spatial and momentum distribution



VHE Gamma-Ray VHE Gamma-Ray AstronomyAstronomy
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VHE Gamma-Ray VHE Gamma-Ray AstronomyAstronomy
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OriginalOriginal Question Question:: Origin  Origin ofof Cosmic  Cosmic RaysRays



SNRsSNRsSNRs

Pulsars/Pulsars/PWNsPWNs
Dark MatterDark Matter γγ-ray -ray horizonhorizon

GRBsGRBs
AGNsAGNs

X-Ray BinariesX-Ray Binaries

Galac
tic

Galac
tic

Extragalactic

Extragalactic

Fundamental/CosmologyFundamental/Cosmology

Scientific ObjectivesScientific Objectives



Shell-Type SNR

X-ray Contours

Assumed sources of (Galactic) charged Cosmic Rays (mainly p, nuclei):Assumed sources of (Galactic) charged Cosmic Rays (mainly p, nuclei):
SupernovaSupernova

Shock acceleration (Fermi mechanism) of p and e-Shock acceleration (Fermi mechanism) of p and e-
Could explain CR up to the knee with 10% efficiencyCould explain CR up to the knee with 10% efficiency

+ protons + protons + electrons+ electrons

spectral shapespectral shape close correlation with X-raysclose correlation with X-rays
IC interpretation required (too) low BIC interpretation required (too) low B no correlation with molecular materialno correlation with molecular material

ProtonsProtons or Electrons or Electrons? - RX J1713.7-3946? - RX J1713.7-3946



Shell-Type SNR

Correlation with Molecular Clouds, not X-Rays Correlation with Molecular Clouds, not X-Rays 
-> -> hadronic hadronic CR interacting with gas? (CR interacting with gas? (ππ00->->γγγγ))

ProtonsProtons or Electrons or Electrons? - W 28? - W 28

~10~1055 year old SNR, 2-3  year old SNR, 2-3 kpc kpc distantdistant
contains at least 3 new contains at least 3 new γγ-ray sources-ray sources

Radio - VLA

γ-ray - HESS

1°



Galactic Galactic Highlight:Highlight: The Crab Pulsar The Crab Pulsar

Whipple 1989:Whipple 1989:
First VHE source detected - Crab nebulaFirst VHE source detected - Crab nebula

MAGIC 2008:MAGIC 2008:
First detection of pulsed First detection of pulsed γγ Rays > 25 Rays > 25 GeV GeV
constrains Pulsar emission modelsconstrains Pulsar emission models

cut-cut-offoff offers possibility for cross-calibration offers possibility for cross-calibration
with Fermiwith Fermi

Crab
1054

1989



JustJust Scratching More Galactic  Scratching More Galactic Science...Science...

-Majority of sources: Pulsar wind nebulae-Majority of sources: Pulsar wind nebulae
    -> population studies, energy dependent morphology..-> population studies, energy dependent morphology..

-X-Ray binaries:-X-Ray binaries:
  -> emission modulated with orbital periodicity,  -> emission modulated with orbital periodicity,

phase dependent spectra..phase dependent spectra..

-Molecular Cloud near the Galactic Centre:-Molecular Cloud near the Galactic Centre:

--““DarkDark”” sources... sources...

Gal

HESS J1825-137

Egret

CS emission
(molecular clouds)_



E-GalBeyond our GalaxyBeyond our Galaxy

Several classification schemesSeveral classification schemes
only most extreme casesonly most extreme cases
are candidates for VHE photonsare candidates for VHE photons

Source Classification (HBL-LBL) partly based on SEDSource Classification (HBL-LBL) partly based on SED
previously only HBL assumed to emit VHE gamma-rayspreviously only HBL assumed to emit VHE gamma-rays

Recent Highlights:Recent Highlights:
- W- W Comae Comae & 3C 66A (VERITAS): IBL & 3C 66A (VERITAS): IBL
- - Centaurus Centaurus A (H.E.S.S.): Radio GalaxyA (H.E.S.S.): Radio Galaxy

-> increasing number of candidate source CLASSES!!-> increasing number of candidate source CLASSES!!



AGN Var
RapidRapid Variability Variability

VHE flares on min timescalesVHE flares on min timescales
-> constrains emission region-> constrains emission region

MWL MWL -> information on acceleration mechanism-> information on acceleration mechanism

MAGIC on Mrk501MAGIC on Mrk501 HESS on PKS 2155-304 HESS on PKS 2155-304 



AGN
Flaring Active Galactic NucleiFlaring Active Galactic Nuclei

Energy Energy depdep. arrival time !!   . arrival time !!   Intrinsic??  Quantum Gravity?? ...Intrinsic??  Quantum Gravity?? ...
[[astroastro-ph/0702008]-ph/0702008] [[astroastro-ph/0810.3475]-ph/0810.3475]

 

250-600 GeV
(Mrk 501)

600-1200 GeV

1200-10000 GeV

4min bins

> 800  GeV

Lag?

200-800  GeV



QG
Probe for QuantumProbe for Quantum Gravity Gravity

Some quantum gravity models predict effective energy dependence of c
      Δc/c = -E/MQG1  or  Δc/c = -(E/MQG2)2

-> need large distances & energy differences, but also timestamp

Assuming energy-independent emission time, dispersion caused by Quantum-Gravity effects:

- Whipple for Mrk 421 (z=0.031): MQG1 > 4 1016 GeV

- Magic for Mrk 501 (z=0.034): MQG1 ~ 0.4 1018 GeV  or 95% lower limits: MQG1 > 0.26 1018 GeV

    - H.E.S.S. in PKS 2155 (z=0.116): MQG1 > 0.72 1018 GeV

- Fermi from GRB 080916C (z=4.35): MQG1 > 1.3 1018 GeV!!

Source-intrinisc time shift -> lower limits would get higher!
More sensitive instruments -> greater redshift -> smaller dt, larger dE -> improve limits
Collect more statistics - of one source for consistency of results

- of sources at different z to disentangle from astrophysical effects



EBL: AGN at largeEBL: AGN at large redshift redshift

x
xx

γVHEγEBL → e+e-

EBL

Probing the Extragalactic Background LightProbing the Extragalactic Background Light

Approx.
`Gamma-ray horizon’
Adapted from Martinez

D. Mazin, M. Raue
arXiv:astro-ph/0701694
(no EBL spectrum assumed)

Weak assumptions
on EBL spectrum

Lower limit from
galaxy counts

 Universe more transparent
    for gamma rays!

EBL



DM
Indirect Dark Indirect Dark Matter Matter SearchSearch

Overwhelming evidence from rotational curves, galaxy collisions, WMAP,Overwhelming evidence from rotational curves, galaxy collisions, WMAP,
SN cosmology...: cold non-SN cosmology...: cold non-barionicbarionic dark matter needed (CDM) dark matter needed (CDM)

Natural candidates: WIMPs (e.g. SUSYNatural candidates: WIMPs (e.g. SUSY neutralino neutralino, lightest stable Higgs, lightest stable Higgs
particle,particle, Kaluza Kaluza-Klein DM...)-Klein DM...)

recent results from PAMELA and ATIC (if DM)recent results from PAMELA and ATIC (if DM)
point to point to relrel. heavy particles (~1. heavy particles (~1 TeV TeV),),
ideal forideal for Cherenkov Cherenkov Telescopes Telescopes

Possible signaturesPossible signatures
-Lepton - Excess with spectral break-Lepton - Excess with spectral break

(propagation)(propagation)

-Annihilation -Annihilation ““lineline”” + + cutoff cutoff

BUT:BUT: astroph astroph/0905.0105: LE analysis shows no/0905.0105: LE analysis shows no bump bump!!



DM
New Gamma-RayNew Gamma-Ray Contributions from Dark  Contributions from Dark Matter Matter 

IntermediateIntermediate bremsstrahlung  bremsstrahlung not not helicity helicity suppressedsuppressed
-> Enhanced flux and clear observational signature-> Enhanced flux and clear observational signature
    from     from Majorana Majorana particle annihilationparticle annihilation

Example: benchmark point BM3,
mass = 233 GeV,
fulfils all accelerator constraints,
has WMAP-compatible relic density

previous estimate of γ-ray
spectrum (DarkSUSY 4.1)



DM
But whereBut where to look?  to look? 

High DM concentration expected in:High DM concentration expected in:

- Galactic Center -> outshined by foreground sources
- Dwarf Galaxies -> expected to be dim (e.g. Draco measured by MAGIC)
- Galaxy Clusters -> extended, other VHE sources present
- Center sun/earth -> not observable
- Intermediate Mass Black Holes and
- Massive Halo Objects -> need candidates from all-Sky experiment like Fermi

(unidentified source with very hard spectra)
Cutoff from IACTs provides smoking gun signature

via lactea
J. Diemand

current instruments still need optimisticcurrent instruments still need optimistic assumtions assumtions, but..., but...



Cherenkov Telescope Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA)Array (CTA)

CTA

Goal: increase sensitivity and energy coverage!

Pan-European
O(100) telescopes
Observatory!



DarkDark Matter Matter Prospects Prospects for CTA for CTA

CTA
- possible detection even if WIMP annihilation is loop suppressed
- large field of view
- scans/wide field search
- precision measurement of GC foreground source

to search for underlying spectral DM feature

Options in case DM will or will not be detected
by start of operation

Discovery:
-spectral annihilation features from DM concentrations
-excess in electron spectrum

Mapping of the DM structure:
-Mapping (wide-field searches, halo profiles, anisotropies, Galaxy Clusters)

Blue points are excluded
by Xenon10, 2007. Blue
points by CDMS, 2008.
Green points are allowed.



TheThe CTA CTA Sky Sky

CTAH.E.S.S. scan sources

 + Catalogue & CTA sensitivity

= extremely rich sky expected

(simulations: Digel/Funk/Hinton)



SummarySummary
Surprises in Gamma-Ray Astronomy:Surprises in Gamma-Ray Astronomy:

- large number of sources & source classes discovered- large number of sources & source classes discovered

- Pulsars Physics: pulsation to > 25 - Pulsars Physics: pulsation to > 25 GeVGeV

- Cosmology: gamma-ray horizon larger than expected- Cosmology: gamma-ray horizon larger than expected

- Fundamental Physics:- Fundamental Physics:
Quantum Gravity Effects ( c(E)? ) in VHE variability?Quantum Gravity Effects ( c(E)? ) in VHE variability?
enhanced possibility for indirect dark matter detectionenhanced possibility for indirect dark matter detection

Interesting times ahead!Interesting times ahead!  



Spares



Gamma RayGamma Ray Bursts Bursts

Most energetic (known) phenomena in universe since Big-bang

Up to what energies do GRBs radiate ??? (indications for GeV)
MAGIC followed >20 GRBs until now, no VHE detection (yet)

Need higher sensitivity and lower Energy-threshold

GCN Alarm

GRB



GalGalactic PhysicsGalactic Physics

Recent Highlights:Recent Highlights:
- Continued search for CR sources - Continued search for CR sources 
- Crab Pulsar (MAGIC)- Crab Pulsar (MAGIC)



AGN
WW Comae Comae

First IBL detected > 200First IBL detected > 200 GeV GeV

      

[[VERITAS Discovery of >200VERITAS Discovery of >200 GeV  GeV Gamma-ray EmissionGamma-ray Emission from the Intermediate from the Intermediate--frequencyfrequency--peaked peaked 
BLBL Lac Object Lac Object W  W ComaeComae““,,  
VERITAS VERITAS collaborationcollaboration, V.A., V.A. Acciari  Acciari et al., et al., The AstrophysicalThe Astrophysical Journal Journal Letters Letters 684: L73-L77] 684: L73-L77]



AGN
CentaurusCentaurus A A

X-ray - NASA, CXC, R.Kraft (CfA), et al.; 
Radio - NSF, VLA, M.Hardcastle (U Hertfordshire) et al.; 
Optical - ESO, M.Rejkuba (ESO-Garching) et al.

Closest Active Radio GalaxyClosest Active Radio Galaxy
15-8015-80ºº viewing angle viewing angle
clustering of Auger events?clustering of Auger events?
      



AGN
CentaurusCentaurus A A

[["Discovery of"Discovery of very very high high energy energy gamma-ray emission gamma-ray emission from Centaurus from Centaurus A A with with H.E.S.S" H.E.S.S",,  
H.E.S.S.H.E.S.S. collaboration collaboration, F., F. Aharonian Aharonian et al.,  et al., AstrophysicalAstrophysical Journal Journal Letters Letters, 695 (2009) L40-L44, 695 (2009) L40-L44..]]

Closest Active Radio GalaxyClosest Active Radio Galaxy
15-8015-80ºº viewing angle viewing angle
clustering of Auger eventsclustering of Auger events

⇒⇒H.E.S.S. detection!H.E.S.S. detection!
(5(5σσ, 115h, flux: 0.8% Crab), 115h, flux: 0.8% Crab)



Stefan Ritt

SwissSwiss Contributions  Contributions to CTAto CTA

- active mirror control (ETH -> UNI-ZH): reduce cost for large telescopesactive mirror control (ETH -> UNI-ZH): reduce cost for large telescopes

- data center (ISDC/ETH): lots of experience- data center (ISDC/ETH): lots of experience

-- new  new photodetectorsphotodetectors  (ETH, PSI, UNI-ZH, UNI-GE) (ETH, PSI, UNI-ZH, UNI-GE) 
       first use of g-APD in        first use of g-APD in Cherenkov Cherenkov CameraCamera
       ~ factor 2 better than PMTs !!       ~ factor 2 better than PMTs !!
              
       ->        -> build prototype build prototype Cherenkov Cherenkov Camera Camera 

install on old HEGRA mount (install on old HEGRA mount (““CT3CT3””))
((recommissioned recommissioned as as ““DWARFDWARF”” by German  by German 

                  groups in Dortmund &                   groups in Dortmund & WWüürzburgrzburg))
operational within 2 years operational within 2 years 

- DAQ (ETH- DAQ (ETH,PSI,,PSI,UniUni-ZH-ZH):  ):  
            ‘‘Domino Ring SamplerDomino Ring Sampler’’  chipchip

    Physics !!!!!Physics !!!!!



ComplimentarityComplimentarity



J. Hinton, ICRC 2007

Want to know:
Nature of primary particles
& their spatial and momentum distribution

Status of VHE Gamma-RayStatus of VHE Gamma-Ray Astronomy Astronomy

SNR     7
PWN   18
Unid. gal. 21
Diffuse     2 
Binary     4 
AGN   19

71 cosmic particle accelerators


